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We present a theoretical framework for the thermodynamic properties of supercoiling-induced

denaturation bubbles in circular double-stranded DNA molecules. We explore how DNA supercoiling,

ambient salt concentration, and sequence heterogeneity impact on the bubble occurrence. An analytical

derivation of the probability distribution to find multiple bubbles is derived and the relevance for

supercoiled DNA discussed. We show that in vivo sustained DNA bubbles are likely to occur due to

partial twist release in regions rich in weaker AT base pairs. Single DNA plasmid imaging experiments

clearly demonstrate the existence of bubbles in free solution.
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Because of the complementarity of bases allowing only
the formation of AT and GC base pairs (bps) double-
stranded (DS) DNA self-assembles into the duplex form
from two single strands (SS) [1–3]. At physiological con-
ditions, the thermodynamically stable duplex can be dis-
rupted to allow local opening of bps, creating a SS
denaturation bubble. Such bubbles are promoted solely
by thermal fluctuation or by an applied mechanical torque.
Their size fluctuations were measured by fluorescence
correlation and described in terms of stochastic models
[4,5]. Since DNA bubble formation is essential for biologi-
cal processes such as transcription initiation, its properties
are extensively studied [3]. While most studies on DNA
bubbles concentrate on a free linear DNA with fully re-
laxed mechanical torsion, native DNA typically is subject
to topological constraints. Eukaryotic linear DNA forms a
chromosome structure tightly packaged around histones,
while prokaryotic DNA typically occurs in circular form.
Under such topological constraint twist and bending modes
of DNA are intrinsically coupled, with significant changes
in the thermodynamics of bubbles. As a prominent ex-
ample single molecule experiments using magnetic tweez-
ers showed that a linear supercoiled DNA forms a bubble to
alleviate the twist strain imposed by an external unwinding
torque when the torque exceeds a threshold and the in-
duced superhelical coiling is mechanically removed by a
stretching force [6,7].

DNA bubbles may also occur in circular supercoiled
molecules simply due to the interplay of twist and
writhe [8], as experimentally proven by different meth-
ods, e.g., electron microscopy [9], gel electrophoresis
[10], and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Fig. 1).
An important question is to reveal the location of
bubbles for given sequences, expected to occur in
weaker AT-rich regions, and to understand the biologi-
cal role of bubbles for processes requiring opening up
of the DS.

It is in fact nontrivial to develop a quantitative analytical
model that fully takes into account the writhe, especially in
the presence of spontaneous superhelical coiling. In princi-
ple, one should integrate out the bending fluctuation modes
for a given topological state and obtain a renormalized twist
energy. Except for the case when DNA undulations are
negligible in presence of a stretching force [7], this integra-
tion remains formidable. Thus, theoretical studies usually
rely on coarse-grained simulations [11] or effective models
[12,13]. A very successful approach is the Benham model
[12]: it predicts the location and sizes of bubbles for given
supercoiled DNA, in good agreement with experimental
data. Most studies of supercoiled circular DNA focus on
critical exponents [13] or melting profiles [12].
Here we study the equilibrium properties of denaturation

bubbles and show that their average number and size are
determined by supercoiling and DNA length. We also show
that the sequence heterogeneity and salt concentration
crucially impact the bubble statistics. The claims from
our model are corroborated by AFM measurements of

FIG. 1 (color online). AFM images of pUC19 plasmids in
1 mM Tris-HCl buffer at pH ¼ 7:8 in (a) absence and
(b) presence of E. coli SS DNA binding proteins (SSB), depos-
ited on 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane modified mica [8].
(a) Denaturation bubbles appear as fainter lines in the plasmids
(arrow). (b) The bright ring is the SSB-covered bubble (arrow).
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DNA plasmids. Our findings are important to understand
better the formation of bubbles in supercoiled circular
DNA as well as their biochemical relevance.

Consider a supercoiled circular DNA with N bps and
superhelical density � ¼ ðLk� Lk0Þ=Lk0, where Lk0 and
Lk are the linking numbers of the relaxed and supercoiled
DNA [8,14]. Natural DNA isolated from either prokaryotes
or eukaryotes has superhelical density � � �0:06. The
DNA molecule’s conformational state is described by the
free energy E0 ¼ E0

sc þ Ess þ Ebp, where E0
sc is the super-

coiling energy of the DS part of the DNA, Ess the inter-
strand twist energy of SS bases in the bubble region, and
Ebp denotes the energy cost for bubble formation. Since the

DNA is topologically constrained, the total linking number
is conserved [8,14]. On breaking n bp the linking number
satisfies�Lkds þ�Lkss � n=�0 ¼ �Lk0,�Lkds being the
residual linking number in the DS, �Lkss the linking
number due to the spontaneous twist of the SS in bubbles,
and n=�0 the linking number loss.

It was shown experimentally that E0
sc is a quadratic func-

ion of�Lkds, i.e., E0
sc ¼ 1

2Kð�Lk0 þ n=�0 � �LkssÞ2 with
K � 2200RT=N and �0 � 10:4 bps=turn [12]; R is the gas
constant and T the absolute temperature. With the (aver-
age) twist angle per broken bp � the interstrand twisting
energy becomes Ess ¼ 1

2nC�
2. The experimentally deter-

mined twist modulus is C � 9:3� 10�21 erg � cm [12].
Defining a two-state variable ni at location i, where ni ¼
0=1 for a closed or open bp, the unbinding energy becomes
Ebp ¼ PN

i¼1½ð"I þ "i;iþ1Þni � "Ininiþ1�. Here, "I is the

bubble initiation energy and "i;iþ1 is one of ten nearest-

neighbor energies between the ith and ðiþ 1Þth bp.

Tracing out the twist energy of bubbles Ess via e
��Esc ¼

R
e��ðE0

scþEssÞd� we obtain a renormalized supercoiling

energy Esc. The effective energy Eeff ¼ Esc þ Ebp becomes

EeffðfnigÞ ¼ 2�2CK

4�2Cþ Kn

�

�Lk0 þ n

�0

�
2 þ Ebp; (1)

where n ¼ P
ini is the total number of broken bps. From

Eq. (1), the partition Z is obtained from all 2N states as
Z ¼ P

fni¼0;1g expð� �EeffðfnigÞÞ. We rewrite Z in the

form Z � P
m¼0Z

ðmÞ where ZðmÞ corresponds to the parti-
tion for states with exactly m bubbles. At physiological
conditions far below the melting temperature, multiple-
bubble states are generally negligible due to the large

bubble initiation ["I � 9–11kBT [15]];ZðmÞ decreases rap-
idly with m, and Z is approximated by the first terms ZðmÞ.

Homopolymer.—In homogeneous DNA ZðmÞ becomes

Z ðmÞ ¼ e�m�"I
X

n¼m

DðmÞðnÞe��EðnÞ; (2)

where EðnÞ ¼ Eeff �m"I is the DNA energy with n broken

bps in m bubbles, and DðmÞðnÞ is the degeneracy of the
corresponding state. Since EðnÞ ¼ EscðnÞ þ n �" with aver-

age unbinding energy �" per bp, it suffices to countDðmÞðnÞ

to evaluate ZðmÞ. In circular DNA, Dð1ÞðnÞ ¼ N and

Dð2ÞðnÞ ¼ NðN � n� 1Þðn� 1Þ=2!�OðN3Þ. As EðnÞ is
m-independent, ZðmÞ [m> 1] is comparable with Zð1Þ only
when DðmÞðnÞ is of order eðm�1Þ�"I � 104ðm�1Þ–
105ðm�1Þ. This gives a reasonable truncation value of m in

calculating Z for given DNA length, e.g., Dðm¼2ÞðnÞ �
e�"I when N * Oð103Þ.
The average bubble size is hni ¼ Z�1

P
m¼1e

�m�"I
P

n¼mnD
ðmÞðnÞe��EðnÞ � P

m¼1hniðmÞ, where hniðmÞ is
the average bubble size contribution from the m-bubble
state. Introducing the probability distribution function

(pdf) P ðmÞðnÞ of m-bubble openings with a total of n

broken bp, we see that hniðmÞ ¼ P
n¼mnP

ðmÞðnÞ. By com-
parison, we find the pdf for multiple-bubble states,

P ðmÞðnÞ ¼ e�m�EIDðmÞðnÞe��EðnÞ=Z with normalization
P

m¼0

P
n¼m P ðmÞðnÞ ¼ 1. The probability of m-bubble oc-

currence P ðmÞ ¼ P
n¼mP

ðmÞðnÞ and the average number of
bubbles becomes

hmi ¼ � @

�@"I
logZ ¼ X

m¼1

m
X

n¼m

P ðmÞðnÞ: (3)

Random heteropolymer.—To gain some insight into the
effect of the heteropolymer nature of DNA we consider a
random sequence of bps and obtain the disorder-averaged

partition. Now e��EðnÞ becomes a random variable and thus

the disorder-averaged partition ZðmÞ is

ZðmÞ ¼ e�m�"I
X

n¼m

e��EscðnÞm!DðmÞðnÞe��
P

kþn�1
i¼k

"i;iþ1 ;

(4)

i.e., we need to evaluate expð��
P

kþn�1
i¼k "i;iþ1Þ. When

n ¼ 1 we obtain the disorder average in the form � ¼
P

f�;�0g expð��"�;�0 Þ=16 with �, �0 2 fA;T;G;Cg. For

n � 2, we use a transfer matrix method: Consider the 4�
4 matrix T�;�0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p�p�0
p

expð��"�;�0 Þ with equal proba-

bility of nucleotide occurrence p� ¼ 1=4 [16]. Then,

e��
P

kþn�1
i¼k

"i;iþ1 ¼ trfTng ¼ P
4
j¼1 �

n
j , where �j are the ei-

genvalues of T, such that

ZðmÞ ¼ e�m�"I
X

n¼m

e��EscðnÞm!DðmÞðnÞ
�

�n;1�þ X4

j¼1

�n
j

�

:

(5)

ZðmÞ is now calculated quite efficiently. For large N we

approximate logZ as log �Z, and the disorder-averaged

multiple-bubble occurrence pdf P ðmÞðnÞ is inferred from

Eq. (3) via
P

m¼1m
P

n¼m P ðmÞðnÞ ¼ ���1@ log �Z=@"I:

P ðmÞðnÞ ¼
e��ðm"IþEscðnÞÞm!DðmÞðnÞ

�

�n;1�þP
4
j¼1 �

n
j

�

�Z
:

(6)
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We now study the effect of DNA supercoiling � and
DNA length N on the bubble statistics. Figure 2 shows

P ðmÞðnÞ of heterogeneous DNA of lengths 300 and 2000 bp
for given values of� at 310 K and 100 mM salt. The degree
of supercoiling significantly impacts on the pdf regardless
of DNA length. When slightly supercoiled (here � ¼
�0:03), the distribution follows a typical exponential de-
cay with n, showing that bubble formation is unfavorable.
In contrast, the distribution becomes bell shaped as j�j
increases, i.e., when a stable bubble is expected. There also
occurs a dramatic change of the pdf depending on DNA
length. For shorter DNA (N ¼ 300), the single-bubble
occurrence always prevails over the two-bubble event
within a reasonable range of �, although the two-bubble
contribution tends to increase with enhanced supercoiling
j�j. For longer DNA (N ¼ 2000), the two-bubble proba-
bility can be larger than the single-bubble probability, in
particular, as � approaches the native value � � �0:06.

From the pdfs above we obtain the probability for
multiple-bubble occurrence and the average number of
bubbles for AT/GC homopolymers and random heteropol-
ymer in Fig. 3. Again a qualitative difference between
shorter and longer DNA occurs. In shorter DNA at most
one bubble occurs in the biologically relevant range of �,
contrasting longer DNA where the probability to find
one bubble is decreased as it is supercoiled, e.g., below
� � �0:04 for AT-DNA: two-bubble states are preferred
at large j�j values at physiological temperature.

Supercoiling-induced bubbles are highly sequence de-
pendent. In contrast to AT homogeneous or random het-
erogeneous DNA, within the physiologically relevant
range for � and N considered here, even a single-bubble
event becomes significantly less probable for a GC homo-
polymer DNA (Fig. 3). Bubbles due to partial twist release
will therefore occur almost exclusively in DNA domains
rich in AT. Qualitatively, the bubble occurrence in random
heterogeneous DNA appears similar to those for AT

homopolymer DNA in Fig. 3. However, compared to the
latter case the two-bubble occurrence probability is sup-
pressed, so that at � � �0:05 (� 0:06) the expected
number of bubbles is� 0:6 (1.4) in random heterogeneous
DNAwhile it is� 1:6 (1.8) in homogeneous AT-DNA, due
to the absence of stable GC bps.
Figure 4 depicts the average number of broken bps hni as

a function of � and salt concentration: bubble formation
occurs only when � exceeds a threshold below which
bubbles grow linearly with increasing j�j. This linearity
indicates that bubbles alleviate the twist strain to an extent
proportional to j�j, such that the residual twist strain in the
DS part becomes almost � independent. Note that bubbles
do not completely remove the twist strain as bp-breaking
consumes �1kBT. Less surprisingly, the N dependence of
the threshold value shows that a bubble forms easier in
longer DNA. In Fig. 4 we also show the dependence of hni
on salt concentration at� ¼ �0:06. Within the physiologi-
cally accessible range, reduced salt concentration favors
bubble formation in short DNA and promotes their growth
in long DNA. A similar behavior is observed upon tem-
perature increase (see [8]).
The above theory can be extended to include the binding

of SSBs on open bubbles, an important experimental trick
to corroborate bubble existence [Fig. 1(b)]. For two major
binding modes for E coli. SSB, i.e., ðSSBÞM¼35 and
ðSSBÞM¼65 modes (see [8]), the statistical weight of SSB
binding on a bubble of size n per mode M is

ZS
MðnÞ ¼ 2ðn� �M þ 1ÞcSKM þ X2n=�M

nS¼2

XnS�1

j¼0

�M;2nðnS; jÞ

� ðcSKMÞnS!j
M: (7)

KM is the equilibrium binding constant, !M the nearest
neighbor cooperativity factor: cs the SSB concentration,
and �M the number of nucleotides occluded per SSB in
mode M. �M;2nðnS; jÞ counts the degeneracy of nS SSBs

binding to 2n bases with j adjacencies (see [8] for details).

FIG. 2 (color online). Disorder-averaged pdf of multiple-
bubble occurrence in random heteropolymer DNA (N ¼ 300,
2000) with stability parameters from Ref. [15], at 310 K,
100 mM salt.

FIG. 3 (color online). Probability of multiple-bubble occur-
rence and average number of bubbles for pure AT/GC DNA
and heteropolymer DNA. Same parameters as Fig. 2.
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The total partition Ztot for a plasmid-SSB complex yields

by substitution: e��EðnÞ ! e��EðnÞ½1þZS
35ðnÞ þZS

65ðnÞ�
in ZðmÞ. The probability for SSB binding to a bubble is

P S ¼
X

m¼1

X

n¼m

e�m�"IDðmÞðnÞe�EðnÞ
Ztot

½ZS
35ðnÞ þZS

65ðnÞ�:

(8)

Table I shows the probability to observe an SSB complex in
pUC19 plasmids prepared at buffer conditions of 37 	C,
pH 7:8, and SSB concentration 0:13 	M (10 	g=ml). We
observe excellent agreement with Eq. (8). Without correc-
tion for SSB binding, the agreement is still reasonable.

Experiment.—Our analysis demonstrates that denatura-
tion bubbles in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
supercoiled circular DNA are stabilized by partial relaxa-
tion of the twist. Their lifetime is therefore considerably
longer than denaturation bubbles in linear free DNA.

We performed an AFM study of pUC19 plasmids
(2686 bp, 95% occurrence in supercoiled form) at low
ionic strength and in the presence of E. coli SSB [8]. In
the case of supercoiled molecules (more than 1000 mole-
cules were analyzed) only one denaturation bubble per
molecule was observed [Fig. 1(a)]. This finding is consis-
tent with the theoretical results above for the heteropoly-
mer case. However, no bubble was observed in the case of
relaxed or nicked (350 and 420 molecules analyzed) plas-
mids for � ¼ 0. In this case, in contrast to the stable
bubbles seen for � � �0:06, any thermally induced bub-
bles die out quickly and thus cannot be detected by our
AFM method. In the presence of SSB proteins, their
complexation with the SS DNA bubble region is clearly
visible [Fig. 1(b)]. As the deposition process is quite fast
and the binding of SSB proteins on deposited SS expected
to be impeded, the experiment strongly suggests that a
single long-lived bubble already exists in solution, i.e.,
the SSB protein-bubble complex is not an effect of the
deposition on the mica.

Combining theoretical and single plasmid experimental
results we proved that partial twist release stabilizes DNA
bubbles in supercoiled DNA, and is thus likely to facilitate
molecular processes requiring the opening up of DS DNA
in living cells. We note that we reanalyzed all results from

Figs. 2–4 with a different set of stability parameters from
Ref. [17] (see [8]). Despite the difference in specific values
we observe remarkable consistency.
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Total number of broken bps hni vs �
for DNA length N ¼ 300, 600, 900, and 2000 (bottom to top)
at 310 K and 100 mM salt. (b) hni vs salt concentration at
� ¼ �0:06 and 310 K. Results for AT homopolymer DNA.

TABLE I. SSB binding probability on pUC19 at varying
[NaCl]: experimental results, predictions from Eq. (8), and the
model without SSB. >300 plasmids were imaged per [NaCl].

Salt concentration 50 mM 100 mM 150 mM

SSB binding prob. 98% 78% 49%

P S [Eq. (8)] 99% 78% 50%

w/o SSB binding 95% 74% 59%
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